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Plan your training for 2017
Benefit from the longest-running CSR executive education
programs in Australia.

Dear Andrew,
As the year draws to a close we thought we should remind you about some of
our workshops taking place in 2017.
Gain valuable skills for your whole organisation and build your CSR strategies
in the new year.
Are you keen to broaden the knowledge of your team and build your CSR
leadership and reporting obligations? We run courses and events that clarify
your key CSR issues so you can make a real impact in your organisation.

ACCSR's Latest Courses
The Road to an Expert Sustainability Report
GRI-Certified Training
Melbourne 7 - 8 February 2017
Understand how to prepare and co-ordinate an expert sustainability report with
ACCSR’s GRI-certified training course, fully revised and updated for the new GRI
Standards. This two-day course will skill you up with the tools to navigate the
reporting process, identify key stakeholders, identify your organisation’s material
issues and become a GRI guru.

Book this Course

GRI Bridging Course
Melbourne 16 February 2017
This brand new half-day GRI-certified short course will bridge your knowledge
between the GRI G4 Guidelines and the new GRI Standards.
This course is for participants who have attended GRI certified training or are
experienced in using the G4 Guidelines and would like practical help to ensure a
smooth transition to the new GRI standards. You will be informed of everything you
need to know about the changes between G4 Guidelines and the GRI Standards
and you will gain the resources and tools to ensure an effortless changeover.

Book this Course

Integrated Reporting, Strategy and Excellence
in Performance
Melbourne 21 - 22 March 2017
Integrated Reporting is the next phase in the evolution of corporate reporting. The
process that began with reporting on sustainability has developed into linking
financial performance to sustainable development. This workshop offers a strategic
assessment of complementary sustainability and financial reporting, and common
approaches to materiality and target audience. You will gain insight on emerging
international trends in financial and sustainability accounting and learn how to
prepare an Integrated Report.

Book this Course

Integrated Reporting, Strategy and
Excellence in Performance
Sydney 27 - 28 March 2017
Integrated Reporting is the next phase in the evolution of corporate reporting. The
process that began with reporting on sustainability has developed into linking
financial performance to sustainable development. This workshop offers a strategic
assessment of complementary sustainability and financial reporting, and common
approaches to materiality and target audience. You will gain insight on emerging
international trends in financial and sustainability accounting and learn how to
prepare an Integrated Report.

Book this Course

CSR 101 - A Fresh Look at CSR
Brisbane 18 April 2017
CSR has developed over time to become one of the most important measures of
business today, influencing performance and shaping the world around us. This halfday short course will introduce you to the tenets of Corporate Social Responsibility
and how it is put into practice for successful business performance. You will learn
how CSR is practiced in Australia and internationally and and gain an understanding
of the role of stakeholders and the relationship between risk, reputation, governance,

and innovation.

Book this Course

Enjoy an interactive and best practice approach to CSR
learning, delivered by experts with extensive corporate training
experience, university teaching, and PhD qualifications.
Whether you are a learning about CSR or an acknowledged
expert, ACCSR offers a wide variety of courses to cater to
individual and business needs.
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